PRODUCT INFORMATION SHEET #28
Utility Floor Paint 2.5L
Utility Floor Paint does all sorts – it seals the floor, along with dustproofing it and the gloss finish
is easy to keep clean. It’s a single pack polyurethane which is hard wearing (unusually so for a
single pack coating) and simple to apply. A real benefit of a single pack paint, is that you can use as
much or as little as you like and save the rest for touching up any damaged areas at a later date.
+ Hard wearing polyurethane coating that will transform dull concrete
+ Tough enough for utility rooms and more
+ Single pack paint which means you can use as much as you like when you like
+ Gloss finish is easy to keep clean and maintain
+ Versatile – you’ll find so many uses for it
+C
 an go on to concrete, wood, bare floors, existing (well bonded) paint and most metal surfaces
(but check with us first)

Where

Clean It

Utility rooms, storage areas, playrooms, sheds and outhouses.

White Spirit should be used to clean applicators and spillages.

Prepare It

Don’t use:

Apply PaintPeople Concrete Etchant to a bare, relatively clean
concrete floor. This will both clean and roughen it up at the same time
to give it a good enough ‘key’ to paint. Also use it if your concrete is
new, (at least 8 weeks old) - it gets rid of dust, reduces any alkalinity
that may be present in the concrete and, as once again, it provides
a ‘key’. If the floor is greasy clean it with our Oil & Grease Remover,
making sure you remove any weak, loose paint or heavy deposits of
dirt first. You can do this just by scraping it off with a long handled
scraper or something similar. For previously painted floors remove
any loose paint particles by abrading it with a wire brush or sandpaper.
Also, if the paint is glossy, again abrade it to dull down the shine and
to leave a sufficient ‘key’. Good preparation is so important if you want
the job to go well and the paint to last.
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Apply It
First of all give the Utility Floor Paint a good stir. Apply it with a roller
or a brush. You should apply this in warm, dry conditions with good
ventilation. Don’t use it if the temperature goes below 15°C.

You’ll need
9" Roller and tray
2" Brush
5" Brush
These products are available on our website and can be shipped with
your order for Utility Floor Paint so you can get the job done quickly.

Dry It
The first coat should be left for 16 hours before applying the second
coat (based on decent drying conditions as mentioned before). If more
than 5 days elapse, the first coat should be lightly abraded before the
second coat is applied. Depending on conditions, the area will be ready
for foot traffic (but not heavy foot traffic) in around 16 hours, and ready
for full use in around 36 hours - (just make sure it’s fully cured before
you really put it through its paces!).

Cover It
If you are using a roller and applying two coats you can expect
coverage of 20m2 per 2.5 litres per coat. You will get less if you are
using a paint brush for cutting in.

For areas where cars are parked. If this is the case use our Garage
Floor Paint as it is better suited for this.
Outside.
If the intended surface is very smooth, such as power floated concrete.
If you don’t know whether it is power floated or not, do the ‘water test’.
Simply tip a cup of water on the floor, if it disappears then it’s porous
enough to paint.

Do Use:

Concrete Etchant, if your concrete is smooth or new (at least 8 weeks
old), where chemical hardeners have been used, or where there is
laitance (dusty cement particles).
Oil & Grease Remover. This is solvent free and virtually odourless
and is great at removing grease before painting. Can be used in
concentrated form for heavy grease or oil, or you can dilute it 50:50
with water to remove lighter deposits or as a general maintenance
tool.

Store It
Store at temperatures above 10°C. The shelf life of Utility Floor Paint,
if unopened, is one year. Do not allow to freeze.

Disposal and Safety information
Under certain conditions the surface can become slippery.
Please see the Material Safety Data Sheet at
www.paintpeople.co.uk for safety information.

Availability
Utility Floor Paint is available in 2.5 litre units from
www.paintpeople.co.uk

Colour Range
While great care is taken with the colour
samples shown, no guarantee can be given
that they represent exactly the colours
offered.
Light Grey

Mid Grey

Blue
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